IN AN INCREASINGLY GLOBALISED WORLD the Port of Gothenburg
plays a central role in Swedish trade and industry. With a constant focus
on sustainable growth, our task is to create conditions for a strong,
effective and sustainable Scandinavian freight hub.

WE STRENGTHEN
SWEDEN’S
COMPETITIVENESS
THROUGH SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH
The Gothenburg Port Authority works on several fronts to create
sustainable growth. We are a market-oriented port company focusing
firmly on our customers. We also strive to be an attractive workplace
that accepts its corporate social responsibility in terms of both
employment and counteracting marginalisation. In addition to contributing
to the realisation of the city’s local environmental goals, we are committed
to implementing a range of proactive and internationally recognised
environmental initiatives.
The Port of Gothenburg has led the way for nearly 400 years.
Through growth and development with care and concern for people
and the environment, we shall continue to do so for
at least another 400 years.
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Through growth and development with care and concern for people
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at least another 400 years.

The bigger the port,
the more sustainable it is
Last year the Port of Gothenburg offered a berth to the world’s largest container
vessel, the MSC Maya which can carry 19,000 containers. Even so, there are
limitations on bringing fully loaded vessels into the port. Plans are therefore
under way to deepen the fairways so all vessels will be able to enter the port in
the future. The port wants to be able to grow to keep pace with developments.
Is there a limit? And how can a big port be more sustainable than a small one?
Magnus Kårestedt, you are the CEO of a port that
never seems to stop growing. Recently the port had
900 metres of new quay ready for use. You have
decided on the construction of a new million square
metre logistics park. A 22 hectare terminal area
will be created in Arendal. And you are planning
on deepening the fairways to be able to accept
even larger vessels. Do you never suffer from
growing pains?

We generally say we are a “No Limit Port” and we
truly mean that. We want to grow a lot since that is
the only way to operate high-frequency routes to the
rest of the world. Compare it with airports. There
are airports in our vicinity such as Copenhagen,
Frankfurt and Munich that have developed into large
hubs to which passengers fly from other airports.
It works the same way with ports. If we do not
grow big and strong compared with other large
European ports, we risk not attracting the giant
vessels. And if we do not attract these vessels,
we will no longer be able to offer Swedish
industry a comprehensive route network.
Which in turn also impacts
sustainability.
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How do you mean – can you not be sustainable
if you are not big?

We want to continue being the hub on which Swedish
industry can always rely. Our customers should know
that adding a new assembly line in Volvo’s nearby
factory still allows them to transport their cars to
markets the world over. Similarly, if a customer locates
a paper production facility in the Swedish midlands,
they shouldn’t have to worry about not having placed
it instead in Portugal – because they know there is a
dependable route network here. If we are a large port,
we can transport Nordic industry throughout the
world without transhipment, which benefits both
Sweden and the environment. What is more,
Gothenburg offers a sustainable balance between
import and export. This is not the case in England,
for instance, which imports large quantities of goods
but exports relatively little. Sweden is very balanced,
and Gothenburg is extremely well balanced. The
same number of containers and trailers entering the
port are used to deliver Swedish exports worldwide.
But isn’t it difficult for the port to grow as it is,
and still keep an eye on the environment?

You might think there is a contradiction between
increased volumes and sustainability, but that’s not
the way it is in big freight hubs. It is largely about
a major challenge at local level. We’ve decided to be
climate-neutral for our own sakes, to set a good
example. There is a significant sustainability gain
to be made by being as big as possible. Instead of
operating small half-full vessels to many different
destinations, it is better to concentrate cargo in a few
large freight hubs. This allows the operation of large,
full vessels, trains and trucks. Naturally it’s important
to do this intelligently, and here the combination of
vessel and train is excellent.

Half of all container cargo comes to us by rail, and
I have not seen a higher figure anywhere in the world.
We have to give all ship-owners the right preconditions
for being as environmentally smart as possible. Last
year, for instance, vessels here were able to refuel with
liquefied natural gas. New fuels with better environmental properties are very appealing to our customers.
In addition to the environment and economy,
social sustainability is another aspect to take
into consideration.

Yes, it includes among other things ensuring that our
staff have a safe workplace to go to. Another important
aspect is to allow universities and colleges to use our
company for research. One highly topical issue for us
all is the labour market. I feel very frustrated that
while we have a need for plant engineers we also have
immigration of competent engineers who owing to
bureaucratic regulations find it difficult to get jobs.
We’re trying to find solutions and have offered
internships to two experienced engineers. However,
a lot more needs to be done to ease their entry into
the job market and as a company we must take our
responsibility seriously.
You are an international operation in many respects.
How easy is it to impact other actors out there?

It’s vital that we share our knowhow. We have
environmental cooperation with the Port of Shanghai,
which is fifty times larger than we are. Not so long ago
Chinese delegations visited us here and examined how
we work with environmental issues and it’s obvious that
if they can adopt some of our ideas, they can have fifty
times the beneficial effect. For instance, when it comes
to carbon dioxide, it’s equally bad wherever in the world
it is emitted, so if we can help cut emissions in China
we will make a very real difference.

“We want to continue
being the hub on which Swedish
industry can always rely.”
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“We aim to bring back
the bird life of the 1970s”
An eelgrass meadow as large as a couple of football pitches. Waste that is
blended and turned into an asset. The Gothenburg Port Authority is working
hard to compensate for human impact on Nature. One of the stories is about
how to turn the clock back 40 years with the help of clay from one of the city’s
infrastructure expansion sites.
For several decades now the port has dredged the fairways to accommodate large vessels. This was necessary
as incoming vessels grew ever larger. The polluted mud
dredged up had to be deposited somewhere and since
the 1970s a lot of it has ended up at the Torsviken waste
disposal site, an area near the port that previously
was home to a rich variety of plants and birds.
“Today this area is classed as a Natura 2000 area and
sure, if we had taken the decision today we’d have
located the deposits elsewhere,” says Ida Fossenstrand,
project manager at the Gothenburg Port Authority.
“We were not forced to make any compensation for
this situation, we just wish to do the right thing.
The port does not only take steps that are demanded
of us – we have an ambition and a determination
to work for our customers’ best and that of the city
of Gothenburg.”
In the search for a good solution, the port authority
got together with local ornithologists. In Torsviken
three bird species had been granted special protected
status – the ruff, smew and whooper swan. So, what
could be done to improve their habitat and indeed
their future?
“We worked closely with the ornithologists and saw
that we could create a kind of giant wildlife pool on
top of the deposits, a feature known as a wetland.
This year and next we’ll fill it with clay and then
construct the inner walls that will hold the water in
place. Finally we’ll have to work precisely with the
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salinity levels to attract these particular three species.
By 2018 the birds will be able to move in. We believe
this area can become a popular destination for local
nature-lovers.
“We’re looking into transplanting the seabed”

Sometimes permits for the port are conditional on
the port providing compensation, such as for the
building of the new Arendal II terminal area.
In this particular case, the port authority has to
plant eelgrass, an operation that looks easier on
paper than it is in reality.
“Eelgrass meadows are the sea’s nurseries, they are
vital. But they are also very picky, requiring special
lighting conditions, a particular gradient in the
seabed, specific currents,” explains Ida Fossenstrand.
“Now we’re going to add 1.7 hectares of eelgrass and
such a large area has never previously been cultivated
in Sweden. The University of Gothenburg has
produced a manual on the subject and it says, for
example, that eelgrass has to be planted one sapling
at a time. If we are to send divers down to do this
job it will cost huge amounts of money, so we cannot
limit ourselves by looking only at that solution.
We’re therefore also examining solutions involving
a small underwater tractor and we’re studying the
viability of transplanting the seabed in the same
way as is done on dry land. This idea of eelgrass on
such a large surface has just left the basic research
stage, and we feel it’s really exciting and fun to
be involved in developing the technology.”
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THE FUTURE LOOKS GREENER
At the Gothenburg Port Authority, what is most
important with this kind of compensation is that it is
relevant. But that’s not the way it is the world over.
The USA works with habitat banking, where you first
provide compensation, then use this as capital for
future construction operations.
“That’s like buying a licence to destroy Nature,” says
Edvard Molitor, Senior Manager Environment at the
Gothenburg Port Authority. “We want to assess what
impact we might have, and then compensate for it in
a relevant way both geographically and in terms of the
affected species – we don’t want to buy woodpeckers
in the north of Sweden if we are dredging the port
down south in Gothenburg. We want a local
connection in order to properly benefit biodiversity.”
“We’re building using clay from
infrastructure sites”

There are also economic sustainability gains with
this approach. Today there is considerable focus on
a circular economy, and as a municipal corporation
the Port of Gothenburg wants to see everyone
cooperating when for instance the time comes to
construct a wetland for birds.

“When we apply the topmost coating of the wading
pool, we will use clay from an infrastructure site,”
says Ida Fossenstrand. “The Swedish Transport
Administration had a surplus of clean, fine-grain
clay and we needed it. Imagine if they first paid to
transport the clay away for landfill, and then we
‘bought it back’! What a waste, not least for our
taxpayers. We try to look at things from a more
long-term perspective, taking constant account of
what’s best for our customers and the city.”
“We should utilise one another’s
waste products better”

In the same way, fly ash is used when integrating
dredging waste into other construction materials.
Dredging waste is not really a good construction
material, so to add strength it is mixed with cement.
The problem is that this gives too high a pH value,
so fly ash is added to lower it.
“It’s a waste product that we have to deal with,
so we blend two types of waste and obtain a usable
product. This places us higher up the Waste Directive
hierarchy,” explains Ida Fossenstrand.
The Waste Directive is an eco-scale developed by
the EU. The main focus is to create as little waste
as possible. If waste has to be produced, it should
preferably be reused, which the Port of Gothenburg
does in this case. Further down the Waste Directive
hierarchy we find recycling, extraction and as a last
resort landfill.
“The whole city can be better in this respect,
using each other’s waste products more efficiently,”
says Ida Fossenstrand.

“WE BELIEVE THIS AREA CAN
BECOME A POPULAR DESTINATION FOR
LOCAL NATURE-LOVERS.”

“We don’t want to buy woodpeckers in the north of Sweden
if we are dredging the port down south in Gothenburg.”
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More rail freight

1.7 HECTARES OF
EELGRASS. SUCH A
LARGE AREA HAS
NEVER PREVIOUSLY
BEEN CULTIVATED IN
SWEDEN.

The Port of Gothenburg has for many years focused on
transporting as much freight as possible to and from
the port by train. There are many advantages, not least
as regards lowering the environmental burden.
Today half of all containers to and from the port are
transported by train. On a yearly basis this means more
than 400,000 containers. Cargo loaded directly into
regular freight cars is also increasing.
In a single year, rail traffic saves the port about 60,000
tonnes of carbon dioxide, and every day rail traffic
replaces 700 trucks on the roads.

New home for smooth snakes
At Halvorsäng just north of the Container Terminal, the Gothenburg Port Authority
will build a new logistics park. One of the conditions for this new project, however,
is that the protected species Coronella Austriaca – known also as the smooth
snake – along with the area’s Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker first be given a new home.
New habitats have therefore been created at Svarte
Mosse a short distance away. The snakes are being
gradually relocated there, and the improved
habitat is also expected to be a great hit
with the woodpeckers.

Cleaner vessels
get a discount
The Gothenburg Port Authority
offers a discount to vessels with
good environmental credentials.
For almost 20 years now we have
implemented environmentally
differentiated port dues, with lower
port fees for ‘cleaner’ vessels.

OIL ROBOT

READY AT
A MOMENT’S NOTICE
The Port of Gothenburg includes the Nordic
region’s largest general energy port. Despite
extremely high safety demands it is still
possible for accidents and oil spills to occur.
For just such an eventuality, the port authority’s
unique GPS-guided oil robot is always ready
to deploy containment booms to quickly
surround oil spills. Just one touch of the
button is needed to send the torpedo-like
vessel around the harbour basin to pull its
400 metre long boom into place. Together
with local firm SP Marine, the port authority
developed this solution which is specially
tailored to the conditions of the Göta River.

CINNAMON BUNS BECOME CAR FUEL
In the Energy Port, food waste is transformed into car fuel.
Energy supplier St1 Refinery is the first refinery in the world
to start production of ethanol from food waste. Ethanol cuts
carbon dioxide emissions by 92 per cent compared with fossil
fuels. Every year between 15,000 and 21,000 tonnes of food
waste will be fed into the process.
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An electronic sniffer in
the port makes the air
better in Gothenburg
– AND THE REST OF THE WORLD

On the small island that is home to Älvsborg Fortress, there is a yellow box
that breathes in the exhaust fumes from vessels arriving in Gothenburg.
The box identifies which vessels are emitting too much sulphur. This may
seem like a small detail against the wider backdrop, but the Sniffer is not only
entirely unique, it also indicates how the Gothenburg Port Authority feels
the world must operate to survive.
On January 1, 2015 tougher sulphur emissions
regulations were introduced for shipping in the
Baltic Sea, North Sea and English Channel. These
regulations improved air quality in Gothenburg by
70 per cent. But how many vessels operating in these
areas still run on fuel with excessive sulphur? The
answer is provided by the Sniffer, the port authority’s
sensitive electronic nose, located on a small island in
the Göta River downstream from Gothenburg.
Back in the 1990s a few professors at Chalmers
University of Technology started thinking about a
way of measuring the sulphur content of fuel used
by vessels berthing in Gothenburg. They knew that
new regulations (SECA) were on the way and they
wondered if it would be possible to avoid having
to board each vessel to check its emissions.
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“THE SNIFFER SHOWS
THAT 99 PER CENT
FOLLOW THE SECA
RULES.”
JOHAN MELLQVIST,
PROFESSOR AT
CHALMERS UNIVERSITY
OF TECHNOLOGY.

“We envisioned a kind of ‘speed camera’ device. We
have made a version that allows us to monitor aircraft
emissions, and now we have this little yellow box
that sucks in gas, sniffing each vessel as it passes to
analyse its fuel. It’s entirely unique. The unit at
Älvsborg Fortress was the first in the world but we
have since sold several to Denmark. The technology
reveals that 99 per cent of vessels stick to the rules,”
says Chalmers professor Johan Mellqvist.
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“If we could persuade shipping companies to lower
their emissions by just one per cent, that would have
a bigger effect than everything we have done to
reduce the Port of Gothenburg’s own emissions.”
The small yellow box is called the Sniffer. It was
financed as part of the low-sulphur campaign run by
the port authority, which included a port fee discount
for vessels running on cleaner fuel. But how much
difference can a small yellow box tucked away in a
cabinet at Älvsborg Fortress really make?
“IF WE HAVE TOUGH
REGULATIONS,
WE MUST ALSO
MONITOR THEM.”
EDVARD MOLITOR,
SENIOR MANAGER
ENVIRONMENT,
GOTHENBURG PORT
AUTHORITY.

“We talk a lot about this,” says Edvard Molitor. The
Port of Gothenburg has an international reputation
for being good on environmental issues, but we must
constantly aim to take it to the next level. We were
among the first with onshore power supply for vessels
and we receive praise for our policy of positive inducements for ship-owners to adopt more environmentally
suitable alternatives. More and more are choosing to
run on LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas), which earns
them a 30 per cent discount on port dues with us.
We are helping Stena test-run on methanol. And so
on. The next challenge is to persuade other ports the
world over to follow our lead.”

implement onshore power supply, they would in
principle be able to reverse the flow of electricity
since power production on board vessels is cleaner
there than electricity production on land.
“This is a problem since ship-owners want to invest
their money in solutions that can be used in all the
ports they visit,” says Edvard Molitor, who is keen
to talk about the difficult balance facing a local
company in an international arena.
THE WORLD’S FIRST SNIFFER IS INSTALLED
AT ÄLVSBORG FORTRESS, AN ISLAND
THAT GUARDS THE HARBOUR ENTRANCE.

“One per cent would be more than
everything we do ourselves”

Edvard gives an example. Not long ago an overseas
colleague mentioned how far off in the future
onshore power supply still is in the port where he
works. The fact is that if his colleague’s port were to

“Ship-owners are very interested in securing benefits,”
says Senior Environment Manager Edvard Molitor
of the Gothenburg Port Authority. “Using dirty fuel
makes things difficult for themselves but even worse,
they put others on the spot. If they are allowed to use
dirty fuel and still benefit economically, this works
against those who strive to benefit the environment.
If we have tough regulations, we must also monitor
them otherwise the rules only make things difficult
for those who follow them, impairing makes their
competitive ability.”
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“We did this because we wanted to and because we
wished to set a good example. Even if what we do
only represents a small part of the whole picture, it’s
still important that we do our bit. This makes it
easier to persuade others,” explains Edvard Molitor.

IN 2015 THE
GOTHENBURG PORT
AUTHORITY BECAME
A CLIMATE-NEUTRAL
COMPANY. SOLAR
CELL PANELS WERE
INSTALLED ON THE
ROOF OF THE HEAD
OFFICE, FOR EXAMPLE.

“We have an international reputation for
being good on environmental issues”

There are ship-owners who form alliances to create
a better environment. They demand the regulations
are followed up so users of clean fuel are not penalised.
Today the Sniffer is not used purely for monitoring.
From the legal standpoint this is not the port’s
responsibility, but the port authority helped finance
the Sniffer hoping it would be adopted to make
inspections easier. Another reason was to support
research that can make a global difference. Denmark
purchased several Sniffers for monitoring purposes
and today the Chalmers group is in the USA (Johan
Mellqvist’s dream is to install a unit on Alcatraz).

For instance, the Gothenburg Port Authority has
halved its own local emissions. And the emissions that
the company cannot avoid are instead compensated,
making the company entirely climate-neutral.

THE PORT OF
GOTHENBURG WAS
THE FIRST PORT IN
THE WORLD TO
INTRODUCE ONSHORE
POWER SUPPLY FOR
FREIGHT VESSELS.

“The figures speak clearly: if we can persuade the
shipping industry to cut their emissions by just one
per cent, that would have a bigger total impact than
everything we’ve ever done to reduce the Port of
Gothenburg’s own emissions. Previously, sustainability was often about what you do – the impact of
your particular operation. The next stage now is to
discuss sustainability issues with all one’s customers
and suppliers, the entire regional chain. We want
to take it to the next level again – the international
arena. And that’s what the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals are all about. Here in the port
authority we must clarify which of the UN’s
sustainability goals are relevant to us and focus our
work here. That will make sustainability far larger
than just being a responsible company, it will be about
surviving in the future world. We have international
links in shipping, so even if we are a small company,
we have a big impact on many others.”
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Khaldon fled from war-torn Syria.

“My dream now is to
work as a project
manager at the port”
Khaldon Saidan had been working as an engineer for twenty years when war
broke out in Syria. After surviving a hellish voyage that led to Sweden, he heard
there was a shortage of engineers in the country. The only problem was that
sluggish Swedish bureaucracy slowed things down when it came to getting a job.
When Khaldon Saidan grew up in Damascus he had
two choices: become either a doctor or an engineer.
That’s the way it works in Syria, there are two
high-status professions and Khaldon’s parents asked
him to choose. He decided to become an engineer
and studied for five years to become a construction
engineer. Khaldon worked with construction and
after a few years he received the phone call that all
engineers in Syria waited for, the one that gave him
the opportunity to leave Damascus for Dubai.
“It’s all about money,” says Khaldon. “If you get the
chance to leave Syria for Dubai, you simply take it –
the pay is so much better. And it’s a chance to learn to
work according to international standards, you learn
English and for my part I took several courses to
progress from project engineer to project manager.”
Khaldon got the job of his dreams and projectmanaged the construction of two skyscrapers before
Syria beckoned once again. Seven years had passed
and Khaldon got an offer from a large company that
he just couldn’t refuse. He was back in Syria when
the war broke out.
Khaldon has four children. He took the two eldest,
13 and 18 years old, and fled to Egypt. From there he
embarked on a hellish voyage across the Mediterranean.
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AFTER EIGHT
DAYS ON THE
MEDITERRANEAN
AND A JOURNEY
THROUGH EUROPE,
KHALDON AND HIS
FAMILY ENDED UP
IN FLODA NEARBY
GOTHENBURG.

“We spent eight days at sea,” Khaldon recalls.
“When we got to Italy we travelled by car up to
Sweden. I have many relatives here. Once we got
here it took two months for my wife and our other
two children to get permission to come here too.”
“It really is a wrestling match”

It takes an average of seven years for a recent arrival
to get a job. Few things are more frustrating for
Anna Jivén, who works with port development at
the Gothenburg Port Authority. She knew what a
difficult time the ports were having in recruiting
experienced engineers, and she knew how many
Syrians were already qualified engineers. Last year
she started fighting the system.
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MANY SUSTAINABLE STEPS

“There’s no ready-made method for tackling this,”
she says. “You have to solve things on a case by case
basis. There’s no template at the Swedish Migration
Agency, it really is a wrestling match. For instance,
it takes several months to get a temporary ID number
for someone who is able and eager to work already
on Monday morning…”
Anna Jivén runs a project called engineer-to-engineer.
She does this together with an organisation called
Engineers without Borders, and the aim of the project
is to find a system to get more recently arrived
engineers into productive work more quickly.
“Had built houses for fifteen years – applied
for a job as a pastry chef”

“I remember mentioning this to our CEO Magnus
Kårestedt,” says Anna. He replied “No Anna, you’re
thinking wrong. It’s not just these people who need
help – we also need help.” And he was right, we have
an immense recruitment need that has to be filled,
and here we have qualified engineers recently arrived
in the country who go to the job centre and apply for
jobs as pastry chefs and care providers because they
reckon they will not be able to work here as engineers.
What’s more, it takes a couple of years for them to
be listed in the job centre and we can’t wait that long
for our engineers.”
The hunt for engineers began at the asylum centres.
Anna visited reception facilities throughout west
Sweden and started keeping tabs on properly qualified
asylum-seekers in her region.
“We now have a list of a hundred engineers. We help
them write CVs, explain how to behave at interviews,
and try to launch them into the job market more
quickly. In this project all the women have received
internships, as have all the architects. One man who
applied for a job as a pastry chef had been building
houses for 15 years – he now has a job as a construction
engineering supervisor.”

”FOR THE PORT THIS
IS THE CHANCE OF A
LIFETIME TO BRING IN
EXPERIENCED STAFF.”
ANNA JIVÉN,
GOTHENBURG PORT
AUTHORITY.
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KHALDON BUILT
SKYSCRAPERS IN
DUBAI. NOW HE HAS
AN INTERNSHIP AT
THE ENERGY PORT.

“Twice as fast as the average”

The port authority participated in special job fairs
and that is where Anna Jivén met Khaldon and also
Daniel Tafti, who is from Iran. To forge ahead Anna
shortlisted twelve candidates for internships at the
Port of Gothenburg. Khaldon and Daniel made it.
Khaldon got an internship at the Energy Port, while
Daniel, a construction engineer specialising in the
environment, got a position at the Port of Gothenburg’s
Infrastructure Department.
“I met Daniel at a course entitled ‘The Short Path’,”
says Khaldon. “It’s a fast-track course for recently
arrived academics and I focused on learning the
language as quickly as possible. I’ve acquired a good
vocabulary but when I arrived for my first day of work
at the Energy Port I hardly dared open my mouth.
Still, things have progressed quickly, I am getting
more and more confident. Swedes are really pleasant,
they offer you coffee and everyone helps out. The
working environment is much better than in Dubai
and Syria, where I was constantly stressed. My dream
now is to work as a project manager here.”
“The next stage is to take this out into the city”

“Khaldon will shift to a regular employment contract
like any other engineer at the start of 2017,” says Anna.
“By then he will have been in Sweden for three and a
half years, which is twice as fast as the average – and
he will be employed in a relevant profession. For the
port this is the chance of a lifetime to bring in
experienced staff.”
In the marine cluster dotted around the port there
are 22,000 employees. And this cluster is growing by
three per cent a year. While at the same time there is
a particular shortfall of engineers.
“We’re learning the ropes,” says Anna. “We’re establishing the framework. Once we’ve gotten it to work,
I want this approach to spread to the port cluster and
in the next phase to the city. It’s a tragedy that it takes
seven years for these experienced people to enter the
job market. This is also a way of bringing in new
influences, new ways of thinking, and we are constantly
learning from each other.”

Tall oil becomes diesel fuel
In the Port of Gothenburg, Preem has invested heavily in a production
facility for renewable fuels based on tall oil and other sources. The
result is a year-round diesel fuel that cuts carbon dioxide emissions by
a massive 46 per cent. In the future other types of bio-oils will also be
able to be used. Preem and Ragn-Sells are working together on various
projects, including the production of fuel from recycled cooking oil
and fat from restaurants. Preem aims for its fuel sales on the Swedish
market to be entirely fossil-free by 2030.

Stena Elektra – the world’s first cargo
vessel with electric hybrid propulsion
With the Stena Elektra, shipping company Stena Line aims to
launch a vessel that reduces the consumption of fossil fuel by
50 per cent. This will be the first vessel in the world with electric
hybrid propulsion, allowing it to manoeuvre on battery power
alone while in port. The idea is for the vessel to be recharged using
land-sourced electricity at the quayside, and at sea it is powered
by fuels such as LNG, methanol and MGO, Marine Gas Oil.

EXHAUST
GASES
SCRUBBED
ON BOARD
In order to meet tougher new sulphur
standards, many shipping companies have
installed scrubber technology to clean the
vessels exhaust gases. It works like a flue gas
scrubber that cleans the exhaust gases in
sea water before they are let out. This way
the vessel can continue operating with highsulphur fuel and still minimise emissions
of sulphur and particulates. The scrubber
waste is later deposited ashore, where it is
handled in an environmentally sound way.
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New regulations
generate better air
quality in Gothenburg
Shipping in the North Sea and Baltic Sea has
become cleaner, which can be clearly seen in
Gothenburg’s air quality. Since January 2015 a
new sulphur directive has significantly tightened
emissions regulations for vessels. As a result,
sulphur dioxide emissions in Gothenburg have
dropped by more than 70 per cent, with particulate
emissions being cut by no less than 50 per cent.

Port of Gothenburg is an appealing employer
For two consecutive years now the Gothenburg Port Authority has been listed as
one of Sweden’s 100 most exciting companies in which to make a career. Among
the reasons given are the company’s equality and diversity programmes, and a
corporate climate that supports a healthy balance between work and recreation.

Career Company 2016
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“It’s all about getting
everyone to pull in
the same direction”
It took almost 400 years for Gothenburg to get its first female harbour master.
When Åsa Kärnebro looks out across the harbour today she sees a port that is
growing and developing, and it is her job to see to it that everything is done
as safely, efficiently and environmentally suitably as possible.
Åsa Kärnebro, what exactly does a
harbour master do?

The focus is on ensuring that the harbour regulations
are followed, that we perform the mission we have
been given. And we have to do it safely, efficiently,
and in an environmentally suitable manner. Vessels
should be able to arrive at a safe berth, everything
should be safe for everyone on board, the piloting
process must be safe and so too must the mooring
devices. The people who do the mooring should
have an acceptable working environment since it is
a dangerous job. And the same applies to the people
working below the quays, for instance. Safety applies
not just to the operations around the vessel. The port
is big and it should be safe for the general public,
for recreational vessels and for people going for a
stroll along the riverbank.

What does the port do to ensure that
entry into the port is both efficient and
environmentally suitable?

You are the Port of Gothenburg’s first female
harbour master, what do you think about that?

As far as I know, I’m actually Sweden’s only female
harbour master. There’s one in Finland, though.
I believe there is, or was, another in Amsterdam,
and I’m sure there are other female harbour masters
in other parts of the world of whom I am unaware.
But naturally it is still rather unusual to have a
woman in this position, unfortunately.
How do you work together with overseas ports?

There are organisations for harbour masters, one
European and one international, and we meet at least
once a year. Here in Sweden we work more in flat
organisations, it’s not as hierarchical as it is in Europe.
But we still enjoy good cooperation, I can pick up the
phone and call Rotterdam and discuss shared issues.
It’s really important to work together, both here at
home and between different actors,
as well as between ports.

What does the port of the future look like?

Above all we are seeing the emergence of new
fuels. LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) is becoming
increasingly common. And there’s methanol
power at Stena Line. In addition other actors are
thinking about replacing their current fuel with
something kinder to the environment. This will
be the big challenge in the future and we will
make sure we give our customers the right
preconditions. The port is growing and our
traffic to Germany is moving to the outer ports.
The city has its vision for growth, there is a
building boom and the preferred location is
near the water. The development of the port
and the city must keep pace with each other
and that is a challenge. One in every twelve
people in Gothenburg is involved in the
port cluster, so we have to ensure the port
and the city develop side by side.

There’s a whole lot that comes under this heading.
Everything from being able to handle waste and
ensure that the vessels do not make too much noise,
to ensuring that the vessels come and go and tie up in
such a way that their entry is as efficient as possible.
This is in many ways a question of communication
between everyone involved and here at the port
authority we play a coordinating role. It is also part
of our mission to ensure that there are facilities for
the vessels, that they can hook up to the onshore
power supply and so on.
This sounds like a very broad-based mission?

Although we at the Gothenburg Port Authority
have over-riding responsibility, there are many actors
that operate here and help carry out these tasks.
Ultimately what is most important is that everyone
pulls in the same direction. And that’s something
I reckon we do very well.

“ONE IN EVERY TWELVE PEOPLE
IN GOTHENBURG IS INVOLVED IN
THE PORT CLUSTER, SO WE HAVE
TO ENSURE THE PORT AND THE
CITY DEVELOP SIDE BY SIDE.”
ÅSA KÄRNEBRO, HARBOUR MASTER.
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2012

THE

JOURNEY

towards an even more
sustainable port

2004

1989

STENA LINE
ONSHORE POWER SUPPLY
Stena Lines ferries Stena Germancia
and Stena Scandinavica switch off
their engines when they tie up in the
Port of Gothenburg. They hook up to
a low-voltage onshore power supply
to meet on-board electricity needs.

1998

ELECTRIFICATION OF
THE PORT RAIL LINK

The 10 km long freight train link
that joins the port to Sweden’s
railway network is electrified. Now
trains no longer need to switch to
diesel locomotives and emissions
from train operations are reduced.

2000

The Gothenburg Port Authority signs a cooperative
agreement with Rotterdam Port. The aim is that
vessels should be able to bunker natural gas,
LNG, in both ports by 2015 at the latest.
A letter of intent is also signed with Vopak
and Swedegas, who have plans for an
LNG terminal in Gothenburg.

2013

POOL FOR WETLAND BIRDS

2011

The Port of Gothenburg submits an
application to create a natural pool
for wetland birds in Torsviken.
In this way the natural environment
is recreated after the area was used
as a dredging waste deposit site for
almost forty years. The wetlands
will be ready in 2016–17.

MORE ONSHORE POWER SUPPLY
Stena Line hooks its German ferries to an
onshore power supply system. At the same
time new technology is inaugurated on
board which converts the 50 Hertz
frequency ashore to 60 Hertz, which
is the most common frequency
on board vessels.

WORLD-FIRST
ONSHORE POWER SUPPLY
With all-new technology the first vessel
was able to hook up to a high-voltage
onshore power supply. The Port of
Gothenburg was first in the world to
offer this facility for commercial
shipping, thus significantly reducing
emissions. Stora Enso was the
customer that pursued this transition.

2011

2001

GAS RECYCLING
First gas recycling facility inaugurated.
It processes the gases formed when
tankers are loaded with petroleum.
The gas is converted into liquid fuel
that is fed back to the vessel.

THE FIRST TRAIN SHUTTLE
The first train shuttle for container goods started off from Karlstad.
Today there are about 25 daily train shuttle services to as many locations
in Sweden and Norway. The shuttles replace 700 trucks a day on our
roads, saving more than 60,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide a year.

DISCOUNT ON
PORT DUES

The Gothenburg Port Authority
offers a 20 per cent discount on
port dues for vessels running
on Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG),
in addition to the 10 per cent
discount available to vessels
with higher environmental
performance. The CSI and
ESI indexes are used to
calculate the premium.

The Port of Gothenburg launches a drive whereby vessels using
cleaner fuel in the port area receive financial compensation.
LNG fuel and vessels classified as green according to the Clean
Shipping Index can also receive support. The funds come from
the environmentally differentiated port dues. The campaign
continues until end December 2014.

An environmentally differentiated port
dues system is introduced. This means
higher fees for vessels that emit more air
pollutants, and lower fees for vessels with
good environmental performance.

1998

2015

SUPPORT FOR GREEN SHIPPING LINES

ENVIRONMENTALLY
DIFFERENTIATED PORT DUES
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COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT FOR LNG

2000

GREEN BUNKERING
“Green Bunkering” regulations are
introduced to reduce spillage risk
when vessels refuel in port and in the
surrounding areas. All bunker operators
are required to have special training.
This drastically cuts the risk of spillage.

2015

2005

CLIMATE-NEUTRAL COMPANY

BILLION-KRONOR INVESTMENT
1.5 billion kronor is invested in deeper fairways and three new
Super post-Panamax cranes so the Port of Gothenburg can
accommodate the largest container vessels. One single trip to
Hamburg with a fully loaded vessel of this kind corresponds
to about 5000 trucks/truck transports.

2008

In 2015 the Gothenburg Port Authority
became an entirely climate-neutral
company for the first time. By investing
in features such as solar panels, biogas,
district heating and other environmental
measures, emissions have been cut to
a minimum. And we compensate for the
rest by buying in Chinese wind-power.

LEADING THE WORLD’S PORTS

The World Ports Climate Initiative is formed
and the Port of Gothenburg takes the lead for
a project to inspire ports the world over to
offer onshore power supply.

2008

TRANSITION TO LNG

The Port of Gothenburg starts the
process to make Liquefied Natural
Gas, LNG, available as a vessel
fuel in the Port of Gothenburg.
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Port of Gothenburg, SE-403 38 Gothenburg, Sweden. Phone +46 31 368 75 00.
www.portofgothenburg.com
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Read more about the Gothenburg Port Authority’s
sustainability work and get our “Sustainable Port” report from:
www.portofgothenburg.com/documents

